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Roullik (roller shutters) are available in the market in unique design, shape and size. They are
widely used these days to maintain security of home or shops. Technology incorporated roller
shutters come with automatic lock and open system which not only maintain safety and security but
as well provide ease to the users in opening and closing it. They are so beneficial and cost- effective
when comes to its price.

Rolling shutters are vital elements in door and window security systems as well as they are so
advantageous in protecting these against any damage that can be caused by weather conditions.
They are made of variety of materials including aluminum, UPVC and steel. Among all these, steel
rolling shutters are considered the best ones in terms of durability and security measures.

Steel rolling shutters

Some high-tech rolluik accessories are available through many production lines. Steel rolling
shutters come with automated locking systems which is highly efficient and convenient to use. The
automatic locking systems are attached to the rolling tubes and also on the profile of the upper
rolling shutter.  Steel shutters effectively hinder break-ins through the windows and are so simple to
use.

There are many forms of steel shutters accessories. This type of security handle features a
stainless steel bar and an anti-sliding handle which need to be attaches on the end slats of the roller
shutter. These types of shutters are introduced into the walls and operated manually. These types of
shutters are so effective against prevention of bottom lifting of the rolling shutter.

Aluminum Rolling Shutters

Investing on aluminum shutter is a wise decision as they help in protecting your properties
increasing energy efficiency, by limiting heat loss to a large scale. Some aluminum rolling shutters
are robust enough to maintain the security and reassuring storm protection. Another benefits of
rolling shutter installation, is the superb light and glare control features. It as well helps in keeping
away the traffic rumblings and other disturbances. This type of rolling shutter operation allows for a
choice between manual crack action or pull strap and the convenience of multi-function motorized
control.
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